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Barry Buzan

I would like to start by acknowledging the help of Shunji Cui, Tim Dunne, Ana Gonzalez-Pelaez, Tonny Brems Knudsen, Richard Little, IKEDA Josuke, Debin Liu, Ole Waever, Jiangli Wang, Nick Wheeler, Yongjin Zhang in the compiling of this list. Many others have contributed to keeping it up to date.

This list is a compilation of the key works by, about, or closely related to the English school. It is not completely comprehensive, but I hope that the core writings and writers of and about the school are both fairly thoroughly covered and reasonably up to date. The boundaries of the school are contested, and this listing takes a wide rather than a narrow view, including figures such as E.H. Carr, Charles Manning and James Der Derian who some might define as being outside its frontiers. It includes several writers who have commented on the school from a critical, oppositional or downright hostile perspective, such as Ken Booth, Fred Halliday, Roy Jones, Korina Kagan, Justin Rosenberg and Martin Shaw. It also includes a few writers such as Mathias Albert whose work relates to that of the English school without being part of its tradition. The school now spans several generations, and in order to give some visibility to the personnel who comprise it, the listings that follow are divided into three categories: central figures, regular contributors, and participants.

Central figures are those who have not only made a substantial contribution, but also whose work has inspired a substantial secondary literature of reactions and commentaries. This criterion, favours the founding fathers, but also allows others in if their work stimulates a secondary literature. They get individual listings, under a heading in bold which includes both their works and the secondary literature generated by them. In this edition they are: Hedley Bull, Herbert Butterfield, Barry Buzan, E.H. Carr, Tim Dunne, C.A.W. Manning, John Vincent, Martin Wight, and Adam Watson. Carr is probably the most controversial inclusion in this list. He easily meets the criteria of inspiring a secondary literature, and he certainly influenced the thinking of the British Committee. But many see him much more as a realist than a rationalist. He did not write much about international society as such, and, like Manning, was not a member of the British Committee.

Regular contributors comprise the body of people who have written three or more substantial items directly on English school topics, and they also get separate listings, under a heading in underline. As of August 2015 there are now 66, and they are: David Armstrong, Mathias Albert, William Bain, Coral Bell, Alex J. Bellamy, Christopher Brewin, Chris Brown, Barry Buzan, Michele Chiaruzzi, Ian Clark, Molly Cochran, Filippo Costa-Buranelli, Bruce Cronin, Claire A. Cutler, James Der Derian, Michael Donelan, Jack Donnelly, Tim Dunne, Roger Epp, Rosemary Foot, Gerrit W. Gong, Ana Gonzalez-Pelaez, Ian Hall, Kalevi J. Holsti, Andrew Hurrell, Robert Jackson, Jennifer Jackson Preece, Alan James, Charles A. Jones, Paul Keal, Edward Keene, Benedict Kingsbury, Tonny Brems,

There may be a question as to whether the late F.S. Northedge and Geoffrey Goodwin should figure on this list, but I am not familiar enough with their work to judge, and they are not much discussed in analyses of either ES tradition or theory.

A problem with central figures, and to some extent with regular contributors, is whether to include all their works, or just those with an ES leaning. With regular contributors, the selection here is fairly tight. In this version the policy on central figures is less coherent, and especially for the founding fathers, more indulgent. Much of what is listed under Carr, and some of what is under Butterfield and Wight, probably has scant direct relevance to the ES.

Participants are those who have written one or two pieces, and/or for whom the English school may not be their main subject, and they go in the general list. In this way, the bibliography makes it easier both to identify (and as the school develops, to track) the core personnel of the school, and to see the full profile of individual writers and the secondary literatures their work has inspired. Having the list available in electronic form facilitates keyword subject searches for anyone wishing to unpack the literature in that way. Edited volumes whose contents have been decanted into the listings are indicated with *. Setting the list out in this way involves some multiple listings, but the inefficiency of redundancy seems more than offset by being able to see the whole profile of a range of people who have contributed importantly to the school.

This is an ongoing work. It started as something I did for my own teaching and research, but for more than a dozen years I have been doing it as a public resource. Because this has been a one-man show it will up to a point be idiosyncratic both in its inclusions and exclusions, and in the way it is structured. There are journals I don’t look at or am unaware of that may contain ES writings, and I certainly don’t see all the books that come out. Surprisingly few authors have bothered to notify me of their publications (thanks to those who have). Others may disagree with my judgments on what does and does not count as sufficiently ES to include in this list. I am now handing it over to the ES Section of ISA who will make it a more collective and more open enterprise. I have made some attempt at standardization of format, but this is not systematically done, and in places there is some missing information that I have not troubled to chase down. Those who take charge of this from here on in might want to reconsider the classification scheme: regular contributors might now be uncomfortably broad, and central figures perhaps too narrow.
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